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Dimensions: Outer diameter: 68.9 mm Length: 55.3 mm 
Weight: 321 grams Filter size: 55-mm 

Performance at infinity 
CONTRAST 

Percent contrast of 0,01 mm slit image 
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Center 1/3 out 2/3 out Far edge 

Closest-subject distance from front of lens: 108 mm 
Maximum subject magnification: 0.5X 
Focal length measured: 52-mm 
f-stop measured: f /2.08 T -stop: T -2.18 
Distortion: None ' 
Vignetting: None beyond f / 1.15 
Centering: Near perfect 
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Zuiko Auto-W 35-mm fl2 Ser. No. 152548 
Dimensions: Outer diameter: 61 mm Length: 43 mm 
Weight: 241 grams Filter size: 55-mm 

CONTRAST 
Percent contrast of 0.01 mm.slit image 
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Closest-subject distance from front of lens: 204 mm 
Maximum subject magnification: 0.16X 
Focal length measured: 35.5-mm 
f-stop measured: fl2.09 T-stop: T-2.20 
Distortion: Moderate barrel-type 
Vignetting: None beyond fl4.5 
Centering: Near perfect 

FLARE 

FLARE 

Centering: The center of curvature of each lens surface should lie on a 
common line. 
Contrast Test: Electronic comparison of contrast levels between the image 
of a coarse and a fine slit; the result is expressed as a percentage. 
Distortion: Barrel distortion causes straight lines in image to curve out; 
pincushion distortion causes lines to curve in. Does not influence sharp
ness, nor is it improved by stopping down. 
Flare: Scattering of light that causes an overall loss in contrast. Also called 
"veiling glare." 
T -stop: An aperture value based on light transmitted by a lens. 
Vignetting: Darkening of corners on film. Improved by stopping down. 
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Performance at "macro" limit 
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Percent contrast of 0.01 mm slit image 
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1/3 out 2/3 out Far edge 

Closest-subject distance from front of lens: 108 mm 
Maximum subject magnification: 0.5X 
Focal length measured: 40-mm 
f-stop measured: f/3.12 T-stop: T-3.27 
Distortion: None 
Vignetting: None beyond fl4.5 
Centering: Near perfect 

Both ofthese lenses are multicoated, have all-aluminum 
ing helicoids with twin parallel-focusing guide arms, and 
minimum of wet lubrication. 

The 35-mm f/2 has eight elements in seven groups 
the distinction of producing the lowest flare level of any 
have tested in recent history that I can recall. Its """,,,t,rn'" 
uses four elements with somewhat thick edges, so the 
level is a tribute as much to the effectiveness of the edge 
ening as it is to other baffiing and to the m\lIttlav'ercOlltl 

The 50-mm f/2 Auto-Macro lens has nine elements in 
groups. The front (weak positive) group of two elements is 
propelled by the main focusing helicoid. With smoothly 
chined cam-slots and nylon-like cam-followers, the lens 
ploys the design used in nearly all of today's zoom lenses. 
design results in a varying separation between the front 
of elements and the rest of the lens as it's focused: The 
subject is to the lens, the greater the separation. This is 
to minimize performance differences throughout the 
focusing range, which extends from infinity to 108 mm 
the front rim (half-life-size images). This lens also shows 
fectiveness of efficient coating and blackening to produce a 
flare level. 

In both lenses, the autodiaphragm mechanism is quite 
pIe and well-made. The mounting flanges are 
brass and are anchored with three good-sized screws. The 
plastic is a small sleeve of tubing that cushions the impact 
diaphragm actuator, thus reducing noise and vibration. 
anything that can reduce the image-smearing effects of 
tion before and during the exposure is a contribution to 
pictures. Norman Goldberg 


